October 24 to November 8, 2020

NNF Online
Basic Neonatal Echocardiography Workshop

Learn Neonatal Echocardiography from the best!
Over 3 weekends. October 24-25; October 31-November 1; November 7-8.
4-7 pm on Saturdays & 10 am-1 pm on Sundays.

Weekend I
Principals of ultrasound
Ultrasonography
Machine, machine care and Knobology

Weekend II
Heart Anatomy & orientation
Basic Views & windows

Weekend III
Pediatric cardiology Views approach
Q&A and discussion

Practical issues
Mentoring with in small groups with group mentors

Course faculty
Mohit Sahni (lead instructor)
Nirmal Hospital, Surat
Pradeep Suryavanshi
BVU Medical College, Pune
Tushar Parikh
KEM Hospital, Pune
Dinakar Pruthviraj
Vydehi Medical College, Bengaluru
Ravi Shankar
Sowmya Children hospital, Hyderabad
Vikas Kohli
Delhi Child Heart Center, New Delhi
Venkat Seshan
PGIMER, Chandigarh
Shiv Sajan Saini
PGIMER, Chandigarh
Ravi Parikh
Setu NICU, Ahmedabad
Rema Nagpal
BJ Government Medical college, Pune
Prashanth Gowda
Motherhood Hospital, Bangalore
Ankit Verma
AIIMS, New Delhi

Register Early!

Only 150 participants
First-come, first-served!
To register, pay the course fee of Rs. 3000 (details below) and fill up this form:
https://forms.gle/2YSEPQiiLbHPPo9oA8

Contact: administrator@nnfi.org, info@nnfi.org
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NEFT details
Account name: National Neonatology Forum
Account no: 91191010001308
Bank name: Syndicate Bank
Branch name: DTC Wazirpur, New Delhi-110035
IFSC code: SYNB0009119